The UK’s premier showcase of housewares, tabletop and small domestic appliance brands

Show Essentials

Thank you!

Show:

Exclusively Housewares 2019

Our thanks this year go to:

Dates:

Tuesday 11 and Wednesday 12 June 2019

Venue:

Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington,
London N1 0QH

Tel:

+44 (0)121 237 1130

Fax:

+44 (0)121 237 1133

E-Mail:

info@exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk

Web:

www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk

For their sponsorship of the Buyers’ Lounge.

For their sponsorship of the shows’ roving and fixed point
tea & coffee service.

#ExCshow
For their sponsorship of the show bags.
Opening
times:

Tuesday 11 June - 9:00am to 5:30pm
Wednesday 12 June - 9:00am to 4:30pm

Visitor
Free and open to all bona fide housewares
registration: buyers via the show website

For their sponsorship of the restaurant.

Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are owned and organised by Brooke House Exhibitions Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of the British Home Enhancement Trade
Association (BHETA)

Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are both ACID Accredited Exhibitions and have zero tolerance of plagiarism in order to create a safer trading environment for exhibitors.
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Welcome to our Show Preview
for Exclusively Electrical and
sister show Exclusively Housewares
2019 sees a fantastic line up of 149 exhibitors, showcasing some
275 brands. The preview is our window to the show, an
opportunity to showcase our exhibitors’ latest news. Moreover
it’s our first chance to highlight our 32 new exhibitors.
Trend consultants Scarlet Opus are once again supporting the
show, with trend talks, tours and displays. The importance
of understanding trends and their potential impact on your
business is paramount and the preview includes a glimpse
of three key trends in interiors that they will elaborate on at
the show. Don’t miss your opportunity to take part in a
FREE trend tour, simply reserve your place via our website
www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk/scarlet-opus-tours
New for 2019. Food trends. “the food people”, the global food
trend spotters, will be introducing key food trends which you may
like to consider in buying, sourcing and creating appealing retail
displays. Read more on page 44.

The Brand Showcase draws top journalists and influencers to the
show. Details of this initiative can be seen on page 45.
The continuing popularity of trends supported by prime-time TV,
consumer press and influencers continues to fuel the demand
for the best on-trend housewares. Our exhibitors have them all!
From must-have eco-friendly tools and gadgets, beautiful
designer table settings, the latest ‘smart’ cookware, and
hydration bottles.
There is plenty to see and think about at this year’s Exclusively
Shows - this preview is just the start!
We look forward to welcoming you to the show in June.
The Exclusively Shows Team

From left to right: Will Jones, Simon Boyd, Lindsey Hoyle,
Pam Ballone, Nicola Adams-Brown, Richard Watts.
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Exclusively Electrical Exhibitors and Brands
AEG
EE14
EE80
Air Pod
Ariete	EE08
EE64
Beldray
Benross Marketing Limited
EE80
Cleva Europe Ltd
EE04
EE50
Connect Distribution Services Ltd
Daewoo
EE20
Dualit Ltd
EE01
Electrolux Plc	
EE14
Eurosonic Group Limited
EE20
Ewbank
EE08
Honeywell
EE56
Igenix
EE08
Jura Products Ltd
EE06
Melitta UK Ltd
EE28
Mill Heat
EE80
Pik-A-Pak Home Electrical
EE08

Exhibitors
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Brands

Princess
EE45
Ritter household appliances
EE22
Ritterwerk GmbH
EE22
Sage Appliances
EE16
Salter
EE64
SAMSUNG
EE50
Scott Brothers Ltd
EE56
Scott Smart Products (UK) Ltd
EE24
SMA World Wide
EE44
Smartwares
EE45
Smart WORLDWIDE
EE44
Smartwares Group	
EE45
SodaStream Worldwide Trading Company EE26
Tors & Olsson
EE80
Ultimate Products
EE64
Vacmaster
EE04
Veritable	EE42

Exclusively Electrical Floorplan

UP TO ATRIUM LEVEL
PRESS BRAND SHOWCASE
DESIGN TREND DISPLAYS
TREND TALKS THEATRE

MAIN ENTRANCE
SECOND LEVEL

New exhibitors
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There is always plenty to see at the show, so whether you’re starting or
finishing your Christmas buying, looking for ‘On Trend’ ideas to tempt
your regulars or need to re-order a best-seller, Exclusively Electrical is
a great place to do it!
Read on for a taster of what you’ll be able to see at the show…
AEG / Electrolux Plc
EE14

For more than 130 years, AEG
has thrived upon innovations
that give you the ultimate
feeling of mastery in your
home. Come and see our
latest Floorcare
innovations like the all-new
FX9 Ultimate, a cordless
vacuum that can clean
your entire home on a
single charge and is as
powerful as a mains corded
vacuum. This year we will also
showcase our new blenders as
well as our latest air care product
the PX7.

Beldray / Ultimate Products
EE64

Beldray is a company of the past, present and future. Our history, brilliant
products and innovative thinking give us the confidence to say Beldray is ‘a
household word for quality’ and our aim is to continue to say this for many
years to come. Our products are designed to be used in every area of the
home, with coordinated ranges that complement one another perfectly.
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Cleva Europe
EE04

Cleva Europe will be presenting an innovative and diverse range of
multi-purpose wet & dry vacuum cleaners, cordless wet & dry vacuum
cleaners, air movers and cordless household vacuum cleaners. We are
currently seeking new distributors and retailers to continue the growth of the
Vacmaster brand. As the original design manufacturer, we offer outstanding
performance with purpose-built testing labs, pricing and a dedicated UK
sales office.

JURA UK
EE06

The new, compact ENA 8 features a VC brewing unit and it also
presents JURA’s first round water tank, elegantly embossed and taking
inspiration from luxury crystal glass decanters. This new machine offers
a choice of 10 specialities, at just the touch of a button. It also has a
2.8” touchscreen and it can be operated wirelessly via the JURA
Coffee App.

Dualit Ltd
Daewoo Electricals / Eurosonic Group Limited
EE20

Daewoo has become one of the most well-known technology
brands across the world. The name Daewoo has now become
a household name in heating, cooling and kitchen appliances.
This year, Daewoo’s new ranges are all set to wow the crowds.

Honeywell /Scott Brothers
EE56

Honeywell is the market leader in air cooling technology,
with models suitable for home and commercial use. Low
running cost and easy maintenance! Scott Brothers are the
exclusive distributor in the UK and Ireland for the Honeywell
evaporative cooler, air conditioner and the new for 2019
dehumidifier range, all backed by full aftersales support.

EE01

Founded in 1945, Dualit is a British brand that has built its
reputation by making innovative, stylish products
that are high on functionality and reliability.
Dualit product collections include toasters,
kettles, food prep, catering equipment, coffee
machines, award-winning gourmet tea and
coffee capsules and new coffee bags and filters.
While visiting, try our environmentally friendly
compostable coffee bags, available in two
exquisite flavours.

Melitta
EE28

Coffee specialist, Melitta® will be
showcasing a great selection of smart
brews with their NEW range of premium
bean-to-cup coffee machines which
includes the Barista TS Smart® (Touch &
Slide) and Barista T Smart® (Touch).
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Princess / Smartwares
EE45

At Princess, we believe that spending time with friends and family
contributes the most to happiness. Inspired by this idea, Princess develops
household appliances that turn daily routines into meaningful moments
and which offer ultimate convenience and to add joy to special
gatherings. Princess appliances are affordable, surprising, stylish and of
good quality.

Ritterwerk GmbH
EE22

Twisted or too-short cables, or even cables which run
across the stove are passé. Thanks to its battery
operation, the cordless hand blender guarantees absolute
freedom when cooking. The current charge status of the
battery is shown on an LED display. On the topic of
safety, in the vertico 7 hand blender is not in short supply,
with a 2-finger switch-on safety system. The hand mixer
spins at a maximum speed of 12,000 turns per minute.

Salter / Ultimate Products
EE64

For 250 years, we have been proud to create and manufacture great products to
enhance your lifestyle. With a wide range of electricals that combine high
specification with on-trend finishes, we focus on making life just that little bit easier.

Pik-A-Pak
EE08

Pik-a-Pak is a leading UK manufacturer and distributor of
small domestic appliances and white goods. Be sure to
visit our stand where Pik-a-Pak will be showcasing a
selection of the exclusive new range from Igenix, a market
leader in cooling and heating appliances. Also on display
will be a collection of Ewbank floor care models, as well
as Ariete small domestic appliances including kettles,
toasters and coffee makers.

Sage Appliances
EE16

Award-winning kitchen appliances designed to inspire people to produce perfect food and beverage results in
their own homes with ease. From espresso machines to food processors, the innovation in each appliance delights.
The scents, sights and sounds of cooking awaken memories and create new ones, shared with the people in your life
who matter most. Come by our stand to see our latest appliances in action.
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TORS+OLSSON /
Benross Marketing Limited
EE80

2019 will see the launch of our newest and most
premium consumer brand – TORS+OLSSON.
Inspired by Scandinavian design values,
TORS+OLSSON is a perfect combination of function
and form across Cooling, Air Treatment and SDA. The
brand will make its debut this spring with the Air Pod®.
This bladeless fan has a unique, premium design with
performance to match and will be followed by Air Cooling
and a bespoke range of Small Kitchen Appliances.

Véritable

Scott Smart Products (UK) Ltd
EE24

SCOTT is dedicated to providing innovative consumer products. Our
specialization is in beverage, food preparation & cooking appliances. We
strive to push the limits of innovation to create products worth aspiring for.
Our products are aimed to maximize the benefits of human living. Each of
our products embodies quality, technology and design.

Samsung / Connect
EE50

A leading brand in technology,
Samsung are well recognised for
their cutting-edge design, striving
to produce innovative, yet
practical products that make
day-to-day life easier for all.
Samsung make a vast range of
home appliances, from ovens
and microwaves, fridge/freezers
to dishwashers and more.

EE42

Grow your own aromatics,
small vegetables, edible
flowers and small fruits all
year round, the easy way!
For its second year at
Exclusively Electricals,
Véritable introduces
EXKY, the smallest and
most efficient indoor
garden on the market,
along with 20 new
Lingot refills such as the
Wild Red and White
Strawberries. Recognised
with the Tech Innovation
Award at CES 2019.
Véritable proudly designs
and manufactures its
products in France.

SodaStream / SodaStream Worldwide Trading Company
EE26

Why Yes it’s Sparkling Water! SodaStream are proud to be at Exclusively Housewares 2019. Come to our
stand to try our amazing flavours, see our new machines coming out in 2019 and see how we are trying to
reduce the consumption of single-use plastic! We look forward to welcoming everyone to the stand with a
refreshing beverage.
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Why not start your 2019 Exclusively at the trend hub? The displays
created, incorporate exhibitor’s products selected in the context of three
consumer and design trends for 2020 as selected by our trend agency
Scarlet Opus. The three selected design trends will guide the styling of
interiors over the 18 months.
The trend hub, is housed in the Atrium above the Exclusively Electrical hall.
Knowing what consumers want next, enables you to buy more of what will
sell, it helps de-risk buying for retailers, informs and inspires
merchandising. Trend knowledge let’s retailers be the best they can be
and enjoy a more certain future.
On route to the trend hub and throughout your
time at the show, look out for the ‘Recommended
Product Design On-Trend’ Awards on exhibitors
stands. These have all been selected by Scarlet
Opus as being “On Trend”, meaning that they
have the very best chance of being what
consumers will want to buy.
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To fully appreciate the value and use of future design trends, we would also recommend time is well spent either:
1.
2.
3.

Taking part in a trend tour, book online at www.exclusivelyshows.co.uk
Attending a trend talks - available on both days at 10:30am, in the trend hub.
Visiting the Scarlet Opus displays in the trend hub - open for the duration of the show.

Why is an understanding of trends so important?
Working with retailers and manufacturers Scarlet Opus provide in-depth information about the future wants needs and desires of
FRQVXPHUVKRZSHRSOHZLOOEHOLYLQJLQWKHIXWXUHDQGZKDWWKH\ZLOOZDQWWRVXUURXQGWKHPVHOYHVZLWK7KH\JHWYHU\VSHFLÀFDERXWFRORXU
material, pattern, texture and shape to identify products that will be desirable 2-3yrs in advance of their launch.
By identifying trends which are relevant to the housewares sector and right for every business in it, Scarlet Opus will help create a unique
and sustainable competitive advantage.
Trend intelligence unlocks the path to your chosen future.
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THE TRENDS EXPLAINED
The Scarlet Opus Trend Talks, Displays, and Trend Tours will focus on the 3 following Design Trends:
Autumn/Winter 2019-2020

Spring/Summer 2020

Spring/Summer 2020

THE TRAVELLER

FELLOWSHIP

SATORI

A future-thinking yet
traditional trend bringing
order and control to a
new era.

:@kZiab\<kZ_m
Z^lma^mb\maZmbl\hgÛ]^gm
and uplifting.

Deeper levels of
consideration and
compassion for ourselves
and the natural world.

The followers of this trend
will dare to look ahead
with optimism to a calmer
more stable era.
Establishing fairness is
central to the trend’s
agenda and an era of
transparency and clarity
begins. The trend is
focused on restoring
balance, order and
correctness. (Will we revert
to format dining? Will we
be buying British?)

The fellowship trend is all
about the power of the
collective, rising up
together as a community
of collaborators.
Consideration for the
planet, the farmers, factory
workers and the materials
used. It’s all about a global
outlook which installs hope
that it must get better for
all. Its very much about
revolting from the
establishments, with its
systems, protocols and
procedures but moving to a
more relaxed comfortable
environment.

Serenity is the basis of this
GHVLJQWUHQGDQGLWUHÁHFWV
on the “Art of Living”.
A recognition and
acceptance cement our
relationships with what is
real rather than virtual.
Moving back to solid
values, from which we can
build a framework.
Consideration and
compassion are given to the
natural world, and all that
has a low carbon footprint.
Veganism, biodegradability,
cooking from scratch all
come to the fore.
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“the food people” will be sharing the most relevant future food and
drink future trends which will have an impact on every visitor and
exhibitor attending the show over the course of the next 2 years.
Charles Banks from the food trends adds “The problem for business
today is that food moves fast, very fast and often the consumer is
moving faster still. Understanding what the next vegan, the next
street food or the next Korean is, is critical for business. At “the food
people” we combine specialist global understanding of consumer
trends and behaviours with our expertise and passion in food and
GULQNWRGHÀQHWKHIXWXUHKRUL]RQLQWKHVHFWRUµ
Embrace food and drink foresight, embrace YOUR future and be a
champion of change.
Each day there will be a Food Trend Talk, with speaker Charles
Banks. It will take place at 11.15 in the trend hub.
“the food people” welcome visitors to their display in the trend hub
above Exclusively Electrical, to explore their online trends platform,
have a look through the 2019-20 trends book and take away a free
copy of the 2019-20 trends infographic poster.
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We found the showcase so useful for
sourcing ideas so thank you!
Claire McAteer
THAT’S LIFE!

Thanks for having me. It’s such a great event to have an
easy overview of everything that’s out there.
Jenny Tregoning
STYLIST MAGAZINE

The Brand Showcase is dedicated
to promoting Exclusively Exhibitors
products to the British Lifestyle
3UHVV 8.0HGLD,QÁXHQFHUV
providing journalists the
opportunity to see brand highlights
quickly and effectively without
having to take up too much of
their day.

Exclusively Brand Showcase was so serene and manageable, enabling

me to take time to fully appreciate the great, innovative products on offer.
Michelle Minnaar
GREEDY GOURMET, 2017 FOOD BLOGGER OF THE YEAR

Some fantastic time-saving solutions to make each day that little bit

easier. Having the latest trends grouped together made it so much easier.
Alison Davidson
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL MAGAZINE
CiCi Coleman from C4’s First Dates
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Amefa
EH408

For a little taster of Amefa’s Eclat
Metallics, buy full cartons of both
16-piece and 24-piece sets and
receive a FREE kids’ SPASH
3-piece set.

Time for families get together
to eat, drink and be merry!
The build-up to Christmas can also signal a renewed
interest in people wishing to prepare their house for the
onslaught of friends and family, a surge in home
cooking and baking, a desire for new table settings and
gadgets to show off to friends and family, and to give as
presents, sociable hosts looking for ideas to help out on
the entertaining front, and of course, ideas of what to do
with the dreaded leftovers! Let’s see what our exhibitors
can offer up on all these fronts this Christmas.

Getting ready for visitors setting the scene for festive fun!

Barista & Co
EH427

Barista & Co are passionate
about coffee and take pride in
FUDIWLQJWKHÀQHVWSURGXFWV
and making speciality coffee
accessible to all. We are
proud to supply some of the
leading coffee, tea and retail
shops across the globe. As well
as the Barista&Co range we are
proud to be the exclusive UK
distributors for Bialetti and
Rivers Drinkware.
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Burton McCall
EH249

CamelBak’s best-selling eddy Kids bottles come in a range of limited edition
designs every year, and this is our top pick from the Winter 2019 collection.
The Arctic Narwhal design combines an icy-cool look with playful cartoon
graphics and glow-in-the-dark details.
%3$%36DQG%3)IUHH
6SLOOSURRIGHVLJQWKDWFDQEHXVHGXSULJKW
&RQYHQLHQWFDUU\KDQGOH
'LVKZDVKHUVDIH
/LIHWLPH*XDUDQWHH

bobble / Auteur Limited
EH265

Meet bobble Pure, the newest bobble to the
collection. Pure is a glass fashion statement,
featuring a lightweight, thermal and shockresistant design, protecting your bobble from
unintended bumps and falls. Pure is suitable
for hot and cold drinks, with a mouth opening
wide enough for ice cubes, and an easy-touse straw top.

Brabantia
EH446

Brabantia have Christmas
sorted; from food-prep
and cooking right through
to washing up. Make
preparation a doddle with
Tasty+, our new,
multi-tasking kitchen
utensils collection and
make the washing up just
as enjoyable as the rest of
the day with Brabantia’s
ever-popular Sink Side
collection.
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Carnaby / Eurosonic Group Limited
EH248

Carnaby Tableware is designed in Britain to capture
the true essence of the name. With bold colours and
patterns, Carnaby is guaranteed to compliment any
home.

Captivate Brands
EH409

All Captivate Brands ranges are
available as individual pieces,
perfect for focused gifting. For
Christmas prep, cooking and serving
try Bakehouse & Co ceramic
ovenware with ergonomic handles
(pictured), oval and rectangular
divided dishes, deep non-stick oven
tray and various roaster sizes. Venn
has different combinations of
kitchenware in four colours, from
utensils and scales to space-saving
collapsible knife block sets and
cookbook stands.

Corkcicle / Auteur Limited

Daewoo Electrical /
Eurosonic

EH265

Sip in style, with Corkcicles
FKDPSDJQHÁXWHV$GGLQJDQ
extra bit of sparkle to your
Christmas champagne, keeping
your drinks cool for hours, it’s
perfect for your champagne,
prosecco and other bubbly
beverages. Or gift a Corkcicle,
from canteens to coffee tumblers,
in a range of styles that keep your
drink cold or hot for hours, to
make their spirits bright and
warm this Christmas.

EE20

Daewoo has become
one of the most
well-known technology
brands across the world.
The name Daewoo has
now become a
household name in
heating, cooling and
kitchen appliances. This
year, Daewoo’s new
ranges are all set to wow
the crowds.

Creative Products
EH306

Creative Products will be
showcasing a range of Festive
Mermaid Cushions for the
VHDVRQDOSHULRG5XQ\RXUÀQJHUV
through the sequinned fabric and
watch the image magically
change. The Festive Mermaid
Cushion is soft and comfortable
and adds a strong decorative
element to your festive
decorations. Perfect for use on
sofas, chairs, beds and in
children’s rooms, making them
the ideal gift. Available in a
variety of designs.

Dexam
EH438

A family-run business with over
60 years in the industry, Dexam
continues to create and distribute
original and innovative products.
Changing the
way we cook and
prepare feasts to
share with family
and loved ones,
we are
particularly fond
of our tools and
gadgets.

Elia
EH294

For an extra special gift at Christmas, the Elia Fine Crystal Gift box collection is available. Serve wine to your family
DQGIULHQGVZLWKÁDLUXVLQJWKH2EOLTXHGHFDQWHUZKLFKLVVXUHWREHWKHWDONLQJSRLQWRIWKHWDEOHDQGDYDLODEOHLQ
either a 83cl or 115cl capacity. After dinner, the Leila Brandy Glasses are a delight to hold and enjoy, available in
a 2-piece gift box.
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Hairy Bikers /
Eurosonic Group Limited
EH248

The Hairy Bikers are a couple of big-hearted,
down-to-earth cooks who love food. They
have a plethora of experience in the industry.
Dave and Si have successfully combined style
and substance to create a range of products,
from pie makers to healthy grills, that are a
great addition to any kitchen.

Enso / Eurosonic Group Limited
EH248

The Enso Eco range has something for everyone. The
range has sustainability at its core. Stylish ergonomic
designs with stunning patterns and colours.

Hip / Auteur Limited
EH265

GreenPan / The Cookware Company
EH142

Keen home chef? Health-conscious consumer?
Eco-friendly gifts? The original brand of ceramic
non-stick GreenPan™ ticks all those boxes and the
0D\ÁRZHUUDQJHDGGVDWRXFKRIWKH¶FODVVLFV
remastered’ in terms of design too! Healthy cooking
(very little oil required) and healthy manufacture –
all GreenPan™ ceramic non-stick is made from
natural materials (it is
derived from sand)
with no PFAs,
PFOA, lead,
cadmium or
plasticbased
PTFE.
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Introducing Clean Straw®, a patented straw that zips open
and closed for thorough cleaning, keeping it clean as a
whistle. Plus, Hip Pouch: pack up what your storing or
snacking on. The pouch rolls down and seals shut for
maximum portability and minimum fuss. Finally, Hip
Pocket: chug it down and roll it up. Soft silicone allows
you to have a drink close to hand, without taking a
hard-to-carry, hard-sided bottle with you. Tiny footprint,
big innovation!

Kambukka / Bibo Brands
EH254

Etna serves you a hot coffee when struggling to
stay awake at work or an ice-cold drink after a
workout. It will keep your drink hot or cold and
it’s also leak-proof. Wherever you are, just rely
on the 3-in-1 lid and drinking position you need:
push to take a sip, open to drink like you’re
holding a cup, or lock to head to the next
adventure. Want to clean it after a busy day?
Relax, the bottle has a dishwasher-safe lid and
Snapclean® technology!

Kilner®
EH146

Introducing the Kilner® Mayonnaise Jar Set and the Kilner®
Sauce Press Set, both new this year. Give the gift of
homemade this Christmas with these handy kitchen
gadgets which make healthy foods made from scratch
simpler. Mayonnaise can be made in under four minutes,
and homemade sauces are easily prepared by pureeing
directly into the jar below. Make sure these are on your
Christmas wish list for a healthy start to 2020.

Le Chateau Textiles
EH257

Le Chateau has a lovely Christmas
textile offering that includes tablecloths,
runners and tea towels in plains, tartan,
tapestries and embroideries.

LSA International
EH447

Ladelle
EH282

Ladelle’s classic Christmas theme is created with the timeless
combination of white and gold. White ceramic pieces are
highlighted with solid and speckled gold elements. The theme has
been extended for Christmas 2019 to include various new
serveware and decorative pieces as well as new textiles detailed
with metallic prints and trims.

Drinkware adorned with festive
LOOXVWUDWLRQVRIJROGÀUWUHHV,QVSLUHGE\
an alpine forest, these tumblers, tealight
holders, goblets, storm lanterns, mugs
and espresso cups and saucers offer a
modern take on seasonal decoration
and can be used to create winter
ambiance or style a festive scene. The
metallic motif catches the light, inspired
by the way fresh snow twinkles on a
branch or Christmas lights glimmer
softly on the tree.
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Mason Cash

Microplane

EH150

EH246

Originally carved by skilled
craftsmen, the Mason Cash
In The Forest range of food
preparation, storage and
ovenware items feature
detailed woodland
creature-style embossments
and are perfect for
preparing your Christmas
feast. Additional stoneware
tabletop accessories include
a teapot, mug and serving
platter which all feature our
favourite forest characters.

The new Professional Peeler,
for when it needs to be extra
thin! The new Microplane
Professional Peeler offers an
ultra-sharp, stainless steel
double blade for easy peeling.
It is ideal for carrots,
cucumbers, courgettes,
potatoes, parsnips, mangoes
and apples. It has an
ergonomic soft touch handle
for easy handling and a
built-in potato eye remover.
Perfect for both right and left
handed use.

My Gifts Trade
EH316

A much-loved luxury brand which
celebrates a love of print, pattern and
exquisite use of colour, the ‘Geese’
range of textiles from Sara Miller
London is ideal for adding a splash of
vibrancy to your kitchen in winter. Set
in a sea of enchanting stars and
sparkles, this delightful design
combines humour and Sara’s
trademark visual boldness.

Nordic Ware, Bundt®
EH303

Seasonal designs are one of our specialities, with our in-house design team
making Christmas wishes come true. From the super cute Nutcracker Cakelet Pan
to our ever popular Pine Forest Bundt®3DQ$XWXPQ:UHDWKHVDQG6QRZÁDNHV
there are gifts galore and kitchen kit aplenty to see on our stand.
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OXO
EH215

Christmas is about food prep. From festive bakes to the
main event, OXO is here to lend a hand. Designed to
celebrate the traditions of Christmas and make those
all-important tasks better. OXO’s roasting tools include the
Flavour Injector, Angled Baster and Digital Instant Read
Thermometer, while the new 3-Piece Prep Peeler Set will
transform the chore of prepping vegetables. Plus, stylish
barware, measuring jugs, fat separators and more.

Pendeford Housewares

Roll’eat / Auteur Limited

EH431

EH265

Anti-slip tray ideal for family
parties.

Join the wasteless lunch revolution! With snack bagss
and sandwich wraps to suit your lunchtime needs,
Roll’eat offers wipe-down and machine-washable
DOWHUQDWLYHVWRFOLQJÀOPLQDUDQJHRIFROOHFWLRQV
from plain to prints and personalised, to dress up
your lunch. Snack’n’go is great for anything from
sandwiches to fruits and nuts, whilst Boc’n’Roll is
great to wrap up your sandwich, plus serves as a
placemat. Rubbish-free, just rinse and reuse!

SCOTT
EE24

Richardson
Shefﬁeld / Amefa
EH408

‘For a little taster of
5LFKDUGVRQ6KHIÀHOG
Scandi 5-piece Block and
loose knives, buy full
cartons of block and
loose and receive a FREE
Laser 6-piece knife block.

SCOTT is dedicated to providing
innovative consumer products,
specialising in beverage, food
preparation & cooking
appliances. We strive to push
the limits of innovation to create
products worth aspiring for. Our
products are aimed to maximize
WKHEHQHÀWVRIKXPDQOLYLQJ
Each of our products embodies
quality, technology and design.
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Scrub Daddy
EH287

Scrub Daddy will be offering a
Christmas pack featuring limited
edition colours of the famous
texture-changing sponge! The same
smiling scrubber that everyone
knows and loves but in colours only
available in the Christmas pack.

Smidge
EH100

These bright and bold Smidge
bottles are the perfect Christmas gift
for friends, family or colleagues.
7KH\DUHDYDLODEOHLQÀYHFRORXUV
and three sizes. The leakproof,
double-walled stainless steel bottle
will keep your beverage of choice
hot or cold for up to 6 hours. To
complete the set, you can also grab
a matching travel coffee cup. Perfect
for those with a busy lifestyle.

Soma / Auteur Limited
EH265

Soma means ‘drink of the
gods’, and we are on a
mission to hydrate the world
in a unique and beautiful
way. Soma create elegant
ÀOWUDWLRQDQGK\GUDWLRQ
products which incorporate
sustainability in every aspect
of their products, right down
to the easy-to-grip bamboo
KDQGOHLQWKHLUÀOWHUMXJWKH
lightweight and durable
borosilicate glass body in
the Carafe, and sugarcane
SODQWEDVHGÀOWHUFDVLQJ
with an eco-friendly coconut
VKHOOÀOWHU

Stojo / Auteur Limited
EH265

Meet Stojo bottle and bowl,
featuring the same collapsing
mechanism as the Stojo cup and
the same reusable initiative.
Stojo bowl collapses to half the
size – great for lunch on the go
and with a silicone strap to hold
your utensils. Stojo bottle
collapses to a third of the size and
carries 550ml of your favourite
drink, with a wide neck and tethered
cap. You’ll never want to leave the
house without your Stojo bottle.
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T&G
EH263

New for Christmas will be a selection of
products within the Gift of the Year
2019 award-winning ‘Ocean’ range,
new organic-shaped glass bottles
encouraging multi-use and as a result
reducing the impact on the
environment. Don’t miss T&G’s natural
woodware collections including the
popular ‘bar boards’ and ‘coasters’,
on-trend organic-shaped wood salt and
pepper mills, perfect pick-up gifts and
great price points for Christmas 2019!

Viners
EH152

The new Opulence Gold
and Rose Gold Knife
Blocks are both stylish
and practical for any
kitchen worktop. The
luxurious gold-effect
exterior adds a touch of
glamour to the home, and
the ergonomic soft-touch
handles make slicing and
dicing foods comfortable and
easy. The block is great for saving
space on the kitchen worktop and the
PVD coated blades are perfectly on trend.

Whitefurze Ltd
EH305

Whitefurze Ltd, as one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of plastic
consumer products, will be showcasing a range of products for the
Christmas market. Visitors to the stand will be able to see Christmas cake
boxes, Christmas platters and indoor plant pots as well as premium quality
storage boxes for Christmas decorations and wrapping paper, all
available in festive colours!

Typhoon
EH152

The Living Otto Collection
combines sophisticated matt
black with gold detailing to
offer elegance and glamour to
any worktop. The collection
features a hard-wearing,
coated steel exterior, an airtight
seal to prolong freshness, and
each lid in the collection is
made with sustainably sourced
bamboo. Otto is both practical
and stylish, a beautiful addition
to any kitchen.

Jean DuBost SOS
EH407

The Jean Dubost Laguiole
Pocket Knife, makes a great
gift with its leather holder and
gift box complete with French
coloured ribbon.
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